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Life sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.
Sample size

Sample size is reported in the figure caption for each experiment. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes for our
experiments, but our sample sizes are comparable or higher to those reported in previous publications on mouse rsfMRI (Liska et al. 2018,
Pagani et al. 2019, Bertero et al. 2018, Sutterlin et al. 2018, Sforazzini et al. 2016), dMRI (Liska et al. 2018, Pagani et al. 2019, Sforazzini et al.
2016), behavior (Liska et al. 2018, Pagani et al. 2019), viral tracing (Liska et al. 2018, Pagani et al. 2019, Sforazzini et al. 2016), MBP staining on
the same Tsc2 mouse line (Christine Chin-jung Hsieh et al. 2020), AMPA/NMDA ratio (Benthall et al. 2021, Sloley et al. 2021, Duffney et al.
2015, Johansson & Silberberg 2020) and human neuroimaging studies on ASD (Hong et al. 2019, Superkar et al. 2013).

Data exclusions

We analyzed scans of participants collected from eight independent laboratories: Kennedy Krieger Institute (KKI), New York University (NYU),
Oregon Health and Science University (OHSU), Stanford University (SU), University of California Los Angeles (UCLA, sample 1 and 2), University
of Michigan (UM, sample 1) and Yale Child Study Center (YALE), which were the only sites that included children younger than 13 years old
with autism and neurotypical controls, with #9 individuals per group, and who had full MRI data (i.e., structural and functional). Neurotypical
controls did not have any history of mental disorders. No data were excluded for animal studies.

Replication

The complex and lengthy design of our mouse studies did not allow us to perform replication studies, as such endeavor would also have
important ethical implications in terms of 3R compliance. We however thoroughly randomized genotype and treatment groups, making
analysts blind to treatment genotype. This strategy, together with the statistical robustness of our experimental findings, suggest our results
would be reproducible across repetition. We finally point out that the observation of spine and behavioral normalization upon rapamycin
treatment is per se an independent confirmation of a previously published result (ang et al., 2014). Moreover, to ensure that altered synaptic
density in Tsc2 mice described in Tang et al. 2014 could be reliably replicated as well as the rapamycin-mediated rescue, we measured
synaptic density in our Tsc2 mice treated with and without rapamycin. All our attempts at replication were successful (Figure 1A and Figure
3A).In the case of human studies, we assessed replicability of our main findings of insular functional hyperconnectivity in autism via a crosslaboratory connectivity analysis we report in Figure 4A.in the form of a conjunction map. In the same panel we similarly quantified the
corresponding connectivity strength across all the laboratories.

Randomization

For all mouse experiments, animals were chosen based on genotypes. Aged-matched wild-type and mutant littermates were compared to
minimize variance in age, genetic background and environment. Mice were then assigned to the group treated with rapamycin or vehicle by
using a random number generator as implemented in MATLAB. For human data, individuals were grouped by diagnosis (ASD vs. control
population)

Blinding

All data acquisition and analysis were performed blind to the genotype/treatment condition.
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Antibodies
Antibodies used

Primary Antibodies:
Chicken polyclonal anti Green"Fluorescent"Protein (GFP) (AbCam ab13970 1:1000)
Rabbit polyclonal anti Red"Fluorescent"Protein (RFP) (AbCam ab62341 1:500)
Rat monoclonal (clone number 12) anti Myelin Basic protein (MBP) (AbCam ab7349 1:1000)
Secondary Antibodies:
Goat anti Chicken Alexa Fluor 488 secondary antibody Thermofisher (A11039 1:500)
Goat anti Rabbit"HRP secondary antibody Jackson Immunoresearch (111-035-144 1:500)
Donkey anti-Rat IgG (H+L) Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate (ThermoFisher A21208 1:500)

Validation

Antibodies used in this study were validated by the manufacturer who provided references on their websites using the catalog
number provided and/or proven to work in the following papers (references below):
- Rabbit polyclonal anti Red"Fluorescent"Protein (RFP) (AbCam ab62341) was already employed in Bertero et al 2018, Liska et al 2018,
Pagani et al 2019, Sforazzini et al 2016, following the same experimental protocol used here to label RFP-positive rabies virusinfected neurons.
- Chicken polyclonal anti Green"Fluorescent"Protein (GFP) (AbCam ab13970) was used in many papers as listed by the manufacturer.
We also previously used it in Maddaloni et al 2019. In our work the anti GFP antibody was used to stain the AAV-infected neurons
with the aim to highlight the dendritic spines.
- Rat monoclonal anti Myelin Basic protein (MBP) (AbCam ab7349) raised against the full-length cow Myelin Basic protein (clone
number 12). The antibody was shown in Western blot to bind two MBP isoforms (4 and 14) by the manufacturer. In our lab it had
previously shown to successfully image MBP in immunofluorescence data (Liska et al 2018). The same antibody was used by Hsieh et
al 2020 in their immunohistochemistry experiment on TSc2 mice.
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Materials & experimental systems
n/a Involved in the study

Eukaryotic cell lines
Policy information about cell lines
Cell line source(s)

Hek293T cells have been purchased from ATCC (CRL-3216)

Authentication

Cell line was authenticated by the manufacturer. Authentication procedures were not specified by the manufacturer.

Mycoplasma contamination

Cells were tested negative for mycoplasma contamination.

Commonly misidentified lines

No misidentified cell lines were used in this study

(See ICLAC register)

Animals and other organisms
Policy information about studies involving animals; ARRIVE guidelines recommended for reporting animal research
Male Tsc2+/- mice (Jackson laboratories, Stock No: 004686) back crossed for more than 10 generations with C57BL/6J mice were
used throughout the study. Tsc2+/+ littermates were used as control, "wild-type" mice. Animals were group housed in a 12:12 hour
light-dark cycle in individually ventilated cages with access to food and water ad libitum and with temperature maintained at 21 ± 1 °
C and humidity at 60 ± 10%.

Wild animals

No wild animals were used in the study, but only Tsc2+/+ control littermates.

Field-collected samples

This study did not involve field collected samples.

Ethics oversight

Animal studies were conducted in accordance with the Italian Law (DL 26/2014, EU 63/2010, Ministero della Sanità, Roma) and the
recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. Animal research
protocols were reviewed and consented to by the animal care committee of the Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia and the Italian Ministry
of Health. All surgical procedures were performed under anesthesia.
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Laboratory animals

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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Policy information about studies involving human research participants
Population characteristics

The population characteristics of the sample are shown in great details in the reference publication https://www.nature.com/
articles/mp201378 and summarized in Supplementary Table I

Recruitment

All MRI and clinical data has been downloaded from ABIDE, a publicly available dataset (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/
indi/abide/abide_I.html)

Ethics oversight

Ethical approval and informed consent of the ABIDE study was obtained by the local Institutional Review Board of each
laboratory, as detailed in (Di Martino et al., 2014). More information is reported in the original work https://
www.nature.com/articles/mp201378

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.

Magnetic resonance imaging
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Human research participants

Experimental design
Design type

Resting state fMRI for mice and humans.

Design specifications

Resting state fMRI for mice and humans.

Behavioral performance measures

NA

Acquisition
Imaging type(s)

BOLD-functional and diffusion weighted images

Field strength

7T for mice. For humans see the field strength used in each laboratory in the publicly available repository http://
fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/abide_I.html

Sequence & imaging parameters

Mouse rsfMRI: Functional images were acquired with a 7T MRI scanner (Bruker Biospin, Milan – Bruker Paravision v6)
and using a 72-mm birdcage transmit coil and a 4-channel solenoid coil for signal reception (Liska et al., 2015). For each
session, in-vivo anatomical images were acquired with a fast spin echo sequence (repetition time [TR] = 5500 ms, echo
time [TE] = 60 ms, matrix 192 × 192, field of view 2 × 2 cm, 24 coronal slices, slice thickness 500 µm). Co-centered
single-shot BOLD rsfMRI time series were acquired using an echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence with the following
parameters: TR/TE = 1000/15 ms, flip angle 30°, matrix 100 × 100, field of view 2.3 × 2.3 cm, 18 coronal slices, slice
thickness 600 µm for 1920 volumes.
Mouse dMRI: High-resolution DW images morpho-anatomical T2-weighted MR imaging of mouse brains was performed
using a 72 mm birdcage transmit coil, a custom-built saddle-shaped solenoid coil for signal reception. Each DW data set
was composed of 8 non-DW images and 81 different diffusion gradient-encoding directions with b = 3000 s/mm2 ($ = 6
ms, % = 13 ms) acquired using an EPI sequence with the following parameters: TR/TE = 13500/27.6 ms, field of view 1.68
× 1.54 cm, matrix 120 × 110, in-plane spatial resolution 140 × 140 µm, 54 coronal slices, slice thickness 280 µm, number
of averages 20 as recently described (Pagani et al., 2019).
Human rsfMRI: For details of sequence and scan parameters for each collection site see the publicly available repository
http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/abide_I.html

Area of acquisition

Diffusion MRI

Whole brain imaging for both mice and humans

Used

Not used

Parameters Mouse dMRI: 81 different diffusion gradient-encoding directions with b = 3000 s/mm2, single shell, no cardiac gating

Preprocessing
Preprocessing software
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Mouse rsfMRI: removal of first 50 volumes (AFNI v.21 3dTcat), despiking (AFNI 3dDespike), motion correction (FSL v.6
mcflirt), skull-stripping (FSL bet), spatial normalization with affine and diffeomorphic registration (ANTS v.2 antsRegistration +
antsApplyTransforms) to a skull-stripped reference BOLD template, calculation of motion traces of head realignment
parameters (3 translations + 3 rotations) and mean ventricular signal (corresponding to the averaged BOLD signal within a
reference ventricular mask, FSL, fslmeants), regression of nuisance parameters (FSL, fsl_regfilt), band"pass filtering (AFNI
3dBandpass) and spatial smoothing (AFNI, 3dBlurInMask).
Mouse dMRI: Correction for eddy current distortions (FSL eddy_correct), skull-stripping (FSL bet), manual correction of
brainmask using ITK-SNAP (Yushkevich et al., 2006).
Human rsfMRI: AFNI: Slice acquisition correction, rigid-body head movement correction, obliquity transform to the structural
image, affine co-registration to the skull-stripped structural image, nonlinear warping to MNI space (MNI152 template),
spatial smoothing, confound signal regression, bandpass filtering. MATLAB Brain Wavelet toolbox: wavelet denoising. ANTsR:
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CompCorr.

Mouse rsfMRI and dMRI: data was registered with a combination of affine and non-linear transformations.
Human rsfMRI: data underwent affine co-registration to structural image and then nonlinear warping to MNI space

Normalization template

Mouse rsfMRI: consensus average BOLD template
Mouse dMRI: consensus average FA template
Human rsMRI: MNI space

Noise and artifact removal

Mouse rsfMRI: Nuisance variables of 6 head realignment parameters and mean ventricular signal. Band-pass filtering
0.01-0.1Hz.
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Normalization

Mouse dMRI: Correction for eddy current distortions.
Human rsfMRI: Nuisance variables of head motion and mean ventricular signal (13 parameters). Band-pass filtering 0.01-0.1
Hz. Confirmatory analysis was carried out with mean white matter signal and CompCorr of white matter signal.

Volume censoring

Human rsfMRI: Confirmatory analysis was carried out with volume censoring of mean FD<0.2 mm

Statistical modeling & inference
Model type and settings

Mouse rsfMRI: multivariate analyses including genotype and treatment as factor
Mouse dMRI: multivariate analyses including genotype as factor
Human rsfMRI: Multivariate analyses controlled for age, sex, IQ, site, number of volumes in addition to including the group
factor.

Effect(s) tested

Mouse rsfMRI: Pearson's correlation, one-way ANOVA with post-hoc unpaired t-tests FDR-corrected
Mouse dMRI: multiple unpaired t-tests FDR-corrected
Human rsfMRI: Pearson's correlation, multiple unpaired t-tests FDR-corrected, Cohen's d for effect size

Specify type of analysis:

Whole brain

ROI-based

Both

Mouse rsfMRI: Based on intergroup differences of spatially unbiased global connectivity mapping

Anatomical location(s) Mouse dMRI: Based on intergroup differences of FA
Human rsfMRI: Based on intergroup differences of spatially unbiased global connectivity mapping

Statistic type for inference
(See Eklund et al. 2016)
Correction

Clusterwise
Voxelwise threshold: (|t| > 2, p < 0.05) and family-wise error (FWER) cluster-corrected using a cluster threshold of p < 0.01

Models & analysis
n/a Involved in the study
Functional and/or effective connectivity
Graph analysis

Functional and/or effective connectivity

Pearson's correlation

Graph analysis

Unbinarised global connectivity

Multivariate modeling and predictive analysis

Mouse rsfMRI: genotype and treatment
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Multivariate modeling or predictive analysis

Mouse dMRI: genotype
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